Gate Quantum Capacitance Effects in Nanoscale Transistors.
As the physical dimensions of a transistor gate continue to shrink to a few atoms, performance can be increasingly determined by the limited electronic density of states (DOS) in the gate and the gate quantum capacitance (CQ). We demonstrate the impact of gate CQ and the dimensionality of the gate electrode on the performance of nanoscale transistors through analytical electrostatics modeling. For low-dimensional gates, the gate charge can limit the channel charge, and the transfer characteristics of the device become dependent on the gate DOS. We experimentally observe for the first time, room-temperature gate quantization features in the transfer characteristics of single-walled carbon nanotube (CNT)-gated ultrathin silicon-on-insulator (SOI) channel transistors; features which can be attributed to the Van Hove singularities in the one-dimensional DOS of the CNT gate. In addition to being an important aspect of future transistor design, potential applications of this phenomenon include multilevel transistors with suitable transfer characteristics obtained via engineered gate DOS.